
 
 

PRESS RELEASE 
 

MCLARENS AVIATION ANNOUNCES ASIA PACIFIC HIRES AND SHANGHAI PRESENCE  
 
McLarens Aviation, the leading provider of survey and loss adjusting services to the 
global aviation industry, has boosted its Asia Pacific team with the addition of three 
aviation adjusters across the region in recent months. James Pryor and Graham 
Raggett have both joined the team in Singapore and Jerry Qin has become the 
aviation loss adjuster’s first full time presence in Shanghai. All are highly qualified 
aircraft engineers with experience working with some of the region’s largest airlines.  
 
James Pryor has joined as a Surveyor having spent 20 years working across the globe 
for a number of major airlines, including Virgin Atlantic and, latterly, Boeing. During 
that time he has gained aircraft maintenance licenses in both B1 Mechanical and B2 
Avionic categories as well as becoming type rated on a number of Airbus and 
Boeing aircraft. Most recently he gained his Boeing 787 engineering approval, 
subsequently building up a significant technical understanding of one of the most 
technically advanced generation airliners in operation. 
 
Graham Raggett has also joined the business as a Surveyor with 20 years experience 
in aircraft maintenance. Graham began his aviation career with British Airways where 
he qualified as a UK CAA licensed aircraft engineer, gaining experience and type 
approvals on both Boeing and Airbus aircraft. Since then he has worked as a 
contract engineer with various airlines in Europe and Africa before venturing out to 
South East Asia in 2005. Prior to joining McLarens Aviation, Graham worked with 
Boeing as their B787 Defect Analysis Engineer supporting the engineering operations 
of Scoot and Singapore Airlines and gaining valuable knowledge of the latest 
generation of composite aircraft. 
 
Jerry Qin has moved to Shanghai as a Surveyor after undertaking training across a 
number of the business’s Asian offices. He is McLarens Aviation’s first full time 
presence in Shanghai, where he is working closely with its existing Chinese office in 
Beijing. Prior to joining McLarens Aviation he spent 12 years gaining experience in 
both base maintenance and line maintenance. After graduating from Civil Aviation 
University of China with a Bachelor’s degree, he worked with Shanghai Airlines in 
China and Cathay Pacific Airways in Hong Kong as a licensed aircraft engineer, 
obtaining a number of type ratings and his CCAR-66 maintenance license.  
 
Kevin Betts, Regional Director – Asia Pacific: “We are proud to offer our clients access 
to some of the best local aviation talent recruited directly from industry and these 
announcements underscore our continued commitment to the region. James and 
Graham possess a unique knowledge of the very latest generation of aircraft 
technology and bolster our existing team of experienced aviation surveyors. Jerry is 
also highly qualified and serves as an all-important presence in Shanghai to support 
the continued development of our Chinese business which, since the launch of our 
Beijing office in 2015, is going from strength to strength.”   
 
NOTES TO EDITORS  
 



McLarens Aviation is a leading provider of loss adjusting, survey and risk services to 
the global aviation industry. Clients include the aviation insurance market, aircraft 
operators, airports, maintenance and repair organisations (MROs), financiers, lessors, 
oil and mining companies, law firms and regulators. It has a team of over 80 in-house 
aviation specialists, operating across 33 offices, in 22 countries across the globe and 
manages in excess of 3,500 insurance related assignments each year. 
 
McLarens Aviation Locations:  
 
London (City) – London (Heathrow) – Abu Dhabi – Algiers - Buenos Aires – Bangalore – 
Beijing - Bogota - Brasilia – Brisbane – Caracas - Chicago - Delhi – Frankfurt - Houston – 
Johannesburg – Kingston – Madrid - Melbourne – Mexico City – Miami – Montreal – 
Moscow – Paris – Santiago - São Paulo – Seattle – Shanghai - Singapore – Sydney – 
Toronto – Vancouver – Wellington 
 
 


